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Abstract 
This paper presents a RF biosensor able to perform analysis on nano volumes of liquids or on flowing colloidal solutions. 
Once properly calibrated this sensor allows measuring the intrinsic dielectric properties of unknown liquid medium and even 
individual characteristics of flowing particles. In the aim to guide the liquid and precisely locate the dielectric particles to 
analyze, a microfluidic network has been developed and implemented on the RF sensor. First characterizations done on small 
volumes of liquids with our sensor have showed a good agreement with macro measurements done using a coaxial probe. To 
demonstrate its sensing capabilities, a 3D electromagnetic simulation of the developed sensor in the presence of polystyrene 
beads located in the sensing area has been performed and results in potential high detection sensitivity. This opens attractive 
prospects in the frame of microwave dielectric spectroscopy on living cells. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The importance for biologists to access to individual characteristics of biological cells has encouraged the 
development of new tools for cellular and molecular analysis. Among possible methods of miniature bio-analysis 
such as optical, mechanical, electrical, etc., the dielectric microwave spectroscopy in a liquid appears as a promising 
approach, especially since it does not require to label and modify cells to be efficient. Microwave dielectric 
spectroscopy analysis efficiency was previously demonstrated with the presence of numerous cells and in fact 
required the development of sensitivity optimized RF biosensors to achieve accurate analysis on single living cell 
[1] [2]. In this context, this paper presents a prototype of RF sensor able to perform dielectric analysis on liquids and 
colloidal solutions. Once properly calibrated this sensor allows measuring the intrinsic dielectric characteristics of 
unknown solution and even individual characteristics of flowing particles suspended in a small amount of liquid.  
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2.  Microfluidic Sensor Design And Fabrication 
The proposed sensor is designed to extract the dielectric permittivity versus frequency of an unknown liquid or 
particle suspension. The sensor chip includes dedicated high frequency detection electrodes implemented inside a 
microfluidic channel. The measurement principle consists in monitoring in real time the sensor capacitance change 
as function of the flowing liquid dielectric characteristics. The sensor detection area has been optimized to reach a 
high sensitivity to detect a single particle flowing in a liquid medium. Especially, these dimensions have been set to 
fit well with the particle size.  
Two 10µm thick microstrip lines, connected to the sensing capacitance, are defined on a fused silica substrate. A 
15µm thick polymer layer (SU8 photoresist) allows defining the microfluidic channel, as shown in Fig.1 (a & c). A 
Polydimethylisiloxane (PDMS) piece is stuck on the SU8 layer to cover the microfluidic channel (Fig. 1(b)). The 
PDMS cover presents the advantage of being biocompatible, transparent for optical observations and easy to handle. 
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Fig.1. (a) Schematic of RF biosensor dedicated to the microwave characterization, (b) Cross view of the sensor, (c) Photography of the 
detection area of the sensor.
3. Microfluidic sensor Characterization 
3.1. Sensor Calibration 
The fabricated RF sensor needs to be calibrated before measurements. We used for that different pure and mixture 
liquid references, whose permittivity are well-known [3] [4].  
First, S-parameter measurements are done on the sensor filled with air in the microfluidic channel (which 
corresponds to the unloaded sensor configuration). Then, successive S-parameters measurements are achieved filling 
the sensor with different Ethanol/water mixtures (going from pure Ethanol, 88% Ethanol in water, 41% Ethanol in 
water, and pure DI-water). All these measurements are presented in Fig.2 (a). 
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Fig.2. (a) Normalized transmitted RF signal through sensor for different ethanol/water mixtures; (b) Variation of the sensor capacitance versus 
frequency of an unloaded and loaded sensor with ethanol or ethanol/water mixture.  
From these measurements, the overall capacitance change of the sensor versus frequency has been computed. As 
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expected, the measured capacitance of unloaded sensor (channel filled with air) is constant over the whole measured 
frequency band. On the contrary, once loaded with a liquid medium, the resulting sensor capacitance is decreasing 
as frequency increases (Fig.2 (b)). This phenomenon is due to the permittivity of liquid medium which follows 
dispersion with frequency. This behavior is well known and can be modeled using Cole & Cole equation [3]. 
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Fig.3. Comparison of the real part of the permittivity versus frequency of different liquids between coaxial probe experimental measurements 
(dark symbols) and Cole & Cole model (empty symbols). 
Then, to valid the used Cole & Cole model for the reference liquids, some permittivity measurements at the macro 
scale have been performed on these liquids using an Agilent 85070 dielectric probe kit. 
As shown in Fig.3, the measurements achieved with a coaxial probe are in very good agreement with the used 
Cole & Cole model given by [3] & [4] for considered alcohol / water mixtures. 
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Fig.4. (a) Variation of the capacitance versus permittivity at 1GHz (red curve) and at 2GHz (blue curve)  measured with different  
ethanol/water mixtures; (b) Comparison of the real part of the permittivity versus frequency obtained with Agilent 85070 probe Kit (empty 
symbols) and our microfluidic sensor (dark symbols). 
To calibrate the sensor, from raw measurements achieved on reference liquid medium, we extracted a second-
order equation (polynomial fit) that models the sensor capacitance change versus the liquid permittivity. As shown 
in Fig.4 (a), to allow accurate measurement, this calibration should be done for each investigated frequency, since 
the sensor sensing behavior slightly changes with frequency. Therefore, thanks to the equation system hence 
established, we can now obtain the permittivity of any unknown liquid on the full frequency band. 
As an example of the sensor measurement accuracy, we have extracted the dielectric permittivity dispersion over 
frequency of two arbitrary ethanol/water mixtures (58% of Ethanol in DI-water and 21% of Ethanol in DI-water). 
From the S-parameters measurements done after that the sensor has been filled with these mixtures, once knowing 
the resulting loaded sensor capacitance change, the liquid permittivity is extracted for each frequencies of interest 
loaded sensor capacitance, using the calibration equation system. These data have been compared to experimental 
results obtained with coaxial probe kit on the same mixtures: it results on quite good agreement, as shown in Fig.4 
(b).  
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3.2. Application to colloidal mixture dielectric property measurements 
To evaluate the sensitivity capabilities of the microfluidic sensor to perform colloidal suspension 
characterizations, 3D EM simulations (using HFSS software from Ansys) have been led for which we have 
considered some polystyrene microbeads suspended in DI-water and flowing in the sensor micro-channel. 
In a first time, a simulation is performed considering only DI water in the microfluidic channel, to be used as a 
reference. Then, we have simulated the effect on the sensor S-parameters of a single polystyrene microbead located 
in the capacitive area. The simulation results are then processed to extract the variation of the sensor capacitance 
versus frequency. It can be done in the present case by simply evaluating the resulting sensing capacitance contrast 
using equation (1).  
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
Fig.5 shows the expected capacitance contrast versus frequency plot from simulation data. The resulting 
capacitive contrast computed is 4fF at 5GHz for a 12µm diameter dielectric particle (εr = 2.8) which demonstrates 
the high sensitivity of the sensor. Indeed, with this microfluidic sensor configuration, we can expect a significant 
sensitivity improvement compared to original microwave sensors from the literature [2]. 
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Fig.5. Estimated capacitance contrast versus frequency when a polystyrene microbead suspended in DI water should cross the sensing area. 
4.  Conclusion 
The presented design of RF sensor for dielectric characterization of small volume of liquid in the microwave 
range has shown very interesting performance with quite good agreement with conventional measurements done 
with a coaxial probe. Contrary to coaxial probes, such sensor should reach enough special resolution to characterize 
suspension particles and access to individual dielectric properties of single particle. These results are promising and 
potentially open attractive prospects in the frame of microwave dielectric spectroscopy on biological cells. 
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